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NOTE ON THE CONVENTIONS EMPLOYED 
IN the key tables on which this study rests we have been obliged for 
statistical reasons to follow quite arbitrary conventions which do some 
violence not only to the usual chronological divisions but also to histori-
cal facts. The period covered extends from 1480 to 1660, beginning 
some years before the triumph of Henry Tudor and including as well 
some months of the period after the restoration of the monarchy. 
This was regarded as essential for statistical and comparative purposes, 
since thereby the accumulation of benefactions and their analysis 
could be made in decade intervals for the whole of the long era under 
study. 

Useful as are the decade intervals in which we have assembled our 
data, they are relatively unimportant as compared with the more 
generally recognized historical periods of our era into which our 
material has been aggregated and among which useful and most 
revealing comparisons and changes may be observed. But since the 
decade intervals must be kept intact, we have necessarily in this basic 
scheme of organization done some violence not only to convention but 
to fact. The period 1480-1540 has been called with reasonable 
accuracy " The Pre-Reformation Era " and, as with the other periods, 
will ordinarily be mentioned without repeated and certainly monotonous 
reference to the dates with which it is defined. The years 1541-1560 
have been described somewhat inexactly as " The Age of the Reforma-
tion ", while " The Age of Elizabeth " has been foreshortened to the four 
decades from 1561 to 1600. The period 1601-1640 has been regarded 
as " The Early Stuart Period ", while the remaining two decades have 
been described as " The Revolutionary Era ". These divisions, in 
addition to being methodologically desirable, have the further merit, 
for purposes of statistical convenience, of establishing successive 
chronological units of 60, 20, 40, 40, and 20 years, which may, of 
course, be easily and accurately compared in various ways. 
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